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Discovery of high-7^ superconductors has also renewed an interest in the 
theoretical aspects of superconductivity phenomenon. The most successful 
microscopic theory of superconductivity — BCS theory [1] has been unable to 
interpret some new facts characteristic of high-7^ materials. 

Besides the standard electron-phonon mechanism which is the basis of BCS 
theory, a wide variety of physical phenomena, e.g. excitons, plasmons, d-mons, 
resonance valence bonds, has become the basis of different microscopic theories 
of superconductivity [2]. The common feature of all these theories is some kind 
of pairing mechanism which yields the energy gap, ground state energy lowering 
connected with the charge-carrier formation characterized by a high degree of 
coherence. However, recently it has been proved that off-diagonal long-range 
order (ODLRO) can be reached even by the repulsive coulombic electron— 
electron interaction without necessity of pairing, i.e. without any effective 
attractive electron—electron interaction mechanism [3]. 

Nonadiabatic molecular electron-vibrational theory which we have recently 
formulated [4] offers substantially different microscopic interpretation of the 
superconductivity mechanism comparing to the existing ideas. We have shown 
that pairing, particularly Cooper's pairs formation is irrelevant to the energy 
gap formation, and superconductivity itself is the consequence of one-particle 
fermionic term in nonadiabatic systems. The theory is based on the ab initio 
solution of electron-vibrational problem characterized by the most general form 
of nonrelativistic Hamiltonian which treats the motion of the electrons to be 
dependent not only on the coordinates of nuclei but also on the nuclei momenta. 
The solution of the problem after quasiparticle transformation yields "new" 
fermions with the Hamiltonian of the following form 

# F = (#° + A£°) + (# ' + AH') + (#" + AH") (1) 
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The electronic Hamiltonian of a molecular system with "frozen" position of 
nuclei (e.g. equilibrium geometry) which we term "crude" electronic system 
reads 

Ж = И0 + H' + H" (2) 

where 

H° = £NN + ŜCF С?) 

while 

^scr = Z/'ľ, + 0 . 5 X ( ^ u - C ) (4) 
I U 

is the SCF energy of "crude" electronic system, and H' Й" are one- and 
two-particle terms 

H' = Х 4 ^ К + ^ р ] ; Й" = 0.5 X ^RsMflr*Q"S*R] (5) 
P PQRS 

Due to the electron-vibrational (phonon) interaction there are corrections to the 
ground state energy (A£°), to the one-particle term (A//') and two-particle term 
(AH") which have been derived for a nonadiabatic system in the form 

unocc occ 

A£*= X Ц Л ю Л к У 2 - |ГА1|
2] (6) 

A//' = XZÄ«V I (к¥РА12-1^А12)-Ккр.12-1^Р|12) N[aČaP] (7) 

while 

PQRS v 

p° — F° hm 
P Q -.гь-иЬ ч2 **\ - ; P # Q (9) (ft^)2 _ ( 4 _ gO ) 2 - .v ( / j í y )2 _ (£„ _ ^ )2 

with UpQ being electron—phonon coupling constant. The eigenenergy of the 
Hartree—Fock operator of "crude" electronic system is equal to 

4 = />°PP + I ( C , - C P ) UO) 

In the complex quasimomentum (A, q) space representation, the corrections 
(6—8) are of the following forms 
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A£° = 2 Z |u*-*'|2/á(l - / , ) - ^f- (77) 

kqo{el- ďk_q)-hcúq 

-2l/*-t ,o ľ ' ^ , / vN[a^°] {I2) 

kqo (£l-£*k-qY-(h(úq)-
and the reduced (attractive) form of the two-particle correction is 

AU« _ I V I..A -k\2'l(0k -k [(Sk — £k)~ + (fiWk'-kY] лт\п+ n+ n n 1 

Atfred--22Jw I — — — м\акЛа_к.м_к1ак^\ 
и ' Ш - Ч)~ - (h(úk,_кУУ 

(13) 
It is evident that the ground state energy correction (77) is of the same form as 
the one derived for the electron—phonon interaction by Fröhlich [5]. The 
two-particle term is different from the form derived by Fröhlich [6] but it also 
yields Cooper's pairs formation, and moreover the derived nonadiabatic re
duced form is absolutely attractive. 

The one-particle correction (12) is of crucial importance. The first part of it 
represents the well-known expression for polaron [7], while the second part 
stands for correction to the polaron energy due to its interaction with the SCF 
field produced by all other polarons. From the one-particle term in its orbital 
representation (7) information can be derived which is, in our opinion, crucial 
for microscopic mechanism of superconductivity: 

7. Under the conditions when electron-vibrational interaction yields ground 
state energy lowering, i.e. AE° < 0 in (6), from the one-particle correction (7) it 
directly follows that electron-vibrational interaction results in the increase of the 
orbital energies of unoccupied states {A} and decrease of the orbital energies of 
occupied states {I}. For systems with quasidegenerate states near to FS (quasi-
continuum) this mechanism yields the gap formation with the following relation 
between Tc and zero-temperature gap A(0) 

Derived temperature dependences of the gap and electronic specific heat match 
correctly experimental dependences. 

2. From the expression for the ground state energy correction (6), when 
AF° < 0, the requirement on electronic structure of a molecular system charac
teristic of low-7^, high-7^, and gapless superconductors can be derived. Results 
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also yield correct isotopic dependences of Tc % m" 0 5 and Tc % m° for low-7^/ 
/high- Tc superconductors. 

3. High coherence of electronic motion and the mechanism of superconduc
tivity itself is due to the Jahn—Teller effect. It is related to the mechanism of 
avoiding of the singularity in the ground state energy correction (eqns (6, 11)). 
To be specific, whenever "crude" electronic structure and the corresponding 
electron-vibrational interaction were to result in the singularity of A£°, which 
would mean destabilization of a system, a new stable nuclear geometry is 
established. In principle there are possible several different equilibrium geome
tries which all correspond to the same "stabilized" ground state (it is evident 
from eqns (6, 77)). That means, there is possible an existence of "nuclear 
microflows" around the forbidden "crude" electronic nuclear positions, and 
what is extremely important, this new kind of motion represents nondissipative 
degree of freedom (all geometries are equivalent and correspond to the same 
"stabilized" ground state). On the level of crystal lattice it yields symmetry 
lowering and formation of sublattices — nested lattices, which is connected with 
formation of a new optical phonon band. Flowing nuclei pull an.electronic 
cloud and when the system is given an initial momentum the electrons keep in 
motion without dissipation in a direction of an initial external field. Over Tc the 
unique property of a system due to nonadiabaticity is destroyed and the system 
becomes of plain metal character of conductivity. The Meissner effect can also 
be interpreted within the derived theory as well as a charge-carrier formation of 
the value 2e. 

The manuscripts dealing with the problem in more detail are in preparation. 
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